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Executive Summary

The past year has been an exciting time for the University Ombuds Office. As we hoped, our
prior (FY16) Annual Report served to help the community better understand what we do and
how we do it, as well as the value of having a confidential and neutral Ombuds Office. As a
result, the Ombuds Office received calls for assistance from several new areas of campus. In
addition, the Office provided more group services, and services among higher levels of campus
employees. This trend will help the Ombuds Office continue to work more efficiently and
effectively, since working with higher-level employees and across a broader range of the
community has a ripple effect through campus and along chains of authority.
Although the Office reduced its FTE staff in FY17, it served a proportionately greater number of
faculty, staff, and students than in the prior year. In the interest of quality of service, the Office
reorganized its staffing and began a search for a third permanent Ombuds to replace the
revolving graduate assistants that the office previously relied upon. In addition, the Office hired
a new part time Administrative Assistant with a broad range of experience who has been
instrumental in setting up a new and more flexible database and other critical administrative
improvements.
The Ombuds Office is beginning the process of creating a strategic plan, which we will complete
over FY18. The Ombuds Office looks forward to using this plan to expand its overall services and
specifically to offer new educational programming in FY18. The office continued its many
collaborations with other offices across campus, including the Dean of Students Office,
Workplace Learning and Development, the Graduate Dean’s Office, the Provost’s Office, and
many others.
Incivility emerged as a significant trend in FY17. Thirty-seven percent of all the people who
consulted with the Ombuds Office raised incivility as the primary issue or as a contributing
factor in their concerns. This report contains several recommendations for addressing this
concerning trend.
Respectfully submitted,

Carol Booth, J.D.
University Ombuds
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The Role of the Ombuds Office
The Ombuds Office serves three critical roles on the University of Massachusetts Amherst
campus. The Office assists faculty, students, and staff to prevent, identify, manage, and resolve
campus-related conflicts and concerns. The Ombuds Office also works to increase conflict
competence across the campus through presentations and workshops about communication,
conflict management, and resolution strategies. Additionally, the Office provides insight and
recommendations to University leadership about trends and systemic issues identified through
its work. The Ombuds Office operates under a Charter developed between the Ombuds Office
and the Chancellor’s Office.
Standards of Practice
The International Ombudsman Association (IOA) Standards of Practice and Code of Ethics are
fully described at https://www.ombudsassociation.org/About-Us/IOA-Standards-of-PracticeIOA-Best-Practices/Code-of-Ethics.aspx. The University of Massachusetts Ombuds Office
complies with IOA standards by working according to the following principles:
Confidentiality

The Ombuds Office maintains the confidentiality of its visitors’ identities and
communications with two exceptions: if there is an imminent risk of serious
harm or if required by law to disclose. All visitors have the option to speak
with the Ombuds Office without disclosing personally identifying information
if they choose. Consistent with its obligation to protect confidentiality,
Ombuds records consist of non-identifying information and statistical data.
Providing information to the Ombuds Office does not constitute legal notice
to the University.

Neutrality

The Ombuds Office supports all visitors to the office with the goal of helping
to resolve their issues; the Ombuds does not take sides, act as an advocate,
or enforce policy. The staff maintain neutrality while working with visitors to
help all parties achieve a fair resolution of their conflicts and concerns. The
Ombuds Office does not have the authority to make decisions or impose
sanctions.

Informality

The Ombuds offers a wide range of informal resolution options, such as
coaching, mediation, and facilitated dialogues. Ombuds services
complement, but do not replace, formal channels of conflict resolution on
campus. Ombuds services are always voluntary; use of the Ombuds Office
cannot be imposed or required. The office does not conduct investigations
and is not authorized to accept notice of claims against the University.

Independence

The Ombuds reports directly to the Chancellor’s Office for administrative
purposes and is otherwise not part of a managerial chain of authority. This
allows the Ombuds to maintain its status as an unaligned, neutral resource
for the entire campus community.
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Staffing
The Ombuds Office is staffed by University Ombuds Carol Booth, Associate Ombuds Martha
Patrick, and part-time administrative assistant Erica Avery. In the fall of 2016, our long term
receptionist retired; since the majority of her job comprised the Academic Honesty and
Grievance work that moved to the Provost’s Office in the fall of 2015, the remaining
administrative work did not justify hiring a full time replacement at that time. In addition,
Martha Patrick moved to a 43-week contract, which reduced the professional staff. It also
became clear that using graduate students to supplement the Ombuds’ work was inefficient
since new students annually required training, direction, and close supervision, so the office did
not hire any new graduate students for FY17. Based on these staffing changes, the office was
given permission to begin a search for a third Ombuds. Although the search was not complete
until August of FY18, the Ombuds Office is extremely pleased to announce that Derek Doughty,
formerly a case manager with the Dean of Students Office, has accepted the position.
Classifications of Issue Categories
To align with standards for the profession, the Ombuds Office uses the International
Ombudsman Association (IOA) classification system for tracking the annual statistical about its
visitors and their issues. That system consists of nine broad categories and over 80
subcategories to classify the issues raised. A copy of the full IOA Uniform Reporting Categories
can be found at Appendix A.

University Community Member Consultations
Five hundred and thirty four visitors initiated a request for consultation with the Ombuds Office
in FY17.1 Thirty-three individuals requested assistance by telephone contact. Ombuds staff
contacted another 89 individuals to discuss University policy, to explore an informal resolution
of an issue, to get the other’s perspective, or to explore additional options for jointly resolving a
problem. The reduced total of individuals served (656 this year compared to 702 in FY16) is a
direct result of the reduction in staff time available. In addition to individual services, the
Ombuds Office spoke with and provided information to another 831 students, staff, and faculty
at resource fairs, and in talks given in classes, training programs, and academic meetings. In
total, the Ombuds Office served 1,487 campus constituents, or approximately 4% of the entire
population of students, staff, and faculty according to statistics contained in ‘UMass at a Glance
2016-2017’. As compared with UMass’ peer institutions that have Ombuds Offices, this is well
above the average number of people served, which ranged from .24% to 1.5%. Even excluding
the 831 people who we spoke with outside the office at career fairs and classes, the office
served 1.8% of the population, still above the average.2
Overview
1
2

The demographic and Issues data in this Annual Report represents this group only.
Peer offices varied in how they calculated their averages.
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In FY17, the Ombuds Office continued to serve all constituent groups on campus as well as
some parents, alumni, and others. The 534 people provided data as follows:
Undergraduates
Graduate Students
Total Students
Staff
Faculty
Other
Not Identified

222
55

Women
Men
Transgender
Other
Not Identified

252
199
0
2
81

277
85
123
38
11

Issues Raised
By far, the highest percentage of issues raised by each group of University community members
concerned their evaluative and peer relationships. Across the constituent groups, 58% of the
concerns involved evaluative relationships and 8% involved peer and colleague relationships.
Other significant areas were administrative, career, and compliance issues. Many people
identified more than one issue that concerned them.
Issue
Totals
23
342
47

IOA Issue
Student Staff Faculty Other
Compensation and Benefits
11
5
2
5
Evaluative Relationships
211
39
74
18
Peer and Colleague Relationships 10
16
18
3
Career Progression &
Development
4
13
14
0
32
Legal, Regulatory, Financial &
Compliance
16
6
6
10
38
Safety, Health, & Physical
Environment
0
1
0
2
3
51
Services/Administrative Issues
28
13
5
5
Organizational, Strategic, &
13
Mission
2
6
3
0
11
Values, Ethics, & Standards
4
4
1
2
31
Not Identified
11
9
5
6
591
Totals by Constituent Group
297
112
128
51
The following is a further explanation of the issues of most concern to the primary constituent
groups.
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1. Students
 Evaluative Relationships: concerns, issues, or inquiries between people in evaluative
relationships such as supervisor-supervisee or professor-student.
The most frequent student concerns in this area involved grading policy and
practice, academic honesty, and respect.
 Services/Administrative Issues: concerns arising from the provision of University
services or administrative decision-making.
The most frequent student concerns in this area involved financial aid, billing, late
withdrawals, and other policy exceptions.
 Legal, Regulatory, Financial, and Compliance Issues: concerns, issues, or inquiries
that may create a legal risk (financial, sanction etc.) for the organization or its
members if not addressed, including issues related to waste, fraud or abuse.
The most frequent student concerns in this area involved bias, the denial of
accommodations for a disability, and the perception of inequitable treatment.

2. Faculty
 Evaluative Relationships: concerns, issues, or inquiries between people in evaluative
relationships such as supervisor-supervisee or professor-student.
The most frequent faculty concerns in this area arose from academic honesty
questions, communication, and respect.
 Peer and Colleague Relationships: concerns, issues, or inquiries between people not
in evaluative relationships, but working together such as two faculty members
within the same department or within the same research team.
The most frequent faculty concerns in this area arose from problems with
communication, trust/integrity, and respect.
3. Staff
 Evaluative Relationships: concerns, issues, or inquiries between people in evaluative
relationships such as supervisor-supervisee or professor-student.
The most frequent staff concerns in this area were performance evaluations,
communication, and respect.
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 Peer and Colleague Relationships: concerns, issues, or inquiries between people not
in evaluative relationships, but working together such as two staff within the same
department or within the same work unit.
The most frequent staff concerns in this area arose from problems with
communication and respect.
 Career Progression and Development: concerns, issues, or inquiries arising from
decisions about promotion, job description, termination, etc.
The most common staff concerns in this area were job classifications and
descriptions, conduct, and change of assignment.
The statistics charts related to the IOA subcategories from which these statements are drawn
are found in Appendix B.
Assistance Provided
The Ombuds Office provided 2,546 services to its visitors in FY17. Visitors often received several
different services during a consultation period with the Ombuds Office. Ombuds services are
divided into three main categories as follows:
Individual Problem Assistance includes meeting with individuals and small groups to provide
information, explain policy, discuss issues, provide conflict and communication coaching, and
develop options for resolution. The Ombuds provide these services over the course of one or
more meetings with the visitors. In general, these visitors go on to resolve their issues directly
with others, or with minimal further assistance from the Ombuds.
Conflict Resolution Services include the more structured services the Ombuds Office provides.
While still informal, conflict resolution techniques such as mediation, shuttle diplomacy,
facilitated dialogue, and restorative practices draw on specific skills and expertise of trained
Ombuds personnel. Resolution through these methods is usually considerably more time
intensive than Individual Problem Assistance matters.
Campus Community Services and Education includes the educational talks and programs
provided by the Ombuds Office as well as the trend identification and reports we bring to
leaders’ attention.

Individual Problem
Assistance
7

Explain Ombuds Services & Standards3
Explain UMass Policies and Procedures
Discuss/Develop Resolution Options
Made Inquiry on Visitor’s Behalf;
Feedback to Visitor
Referral
Conflict Coaching

1,420
384
456
89

Facilitated Dialogue
Mediation
Shuttle Diplomacy

12
3
13

Worked with Campus Partner
Brought to the Attention of Leadership
Presentations Given

17
2
14
2,546

54
82

Conflict Resolution
Services

Campus Community
Services& Education

Total
Outcomes

Many people who consult with our office experience more than one outcome. However, since
the majority of the Ombuds Office’s services are informal and precede a final resolution
strategy reached by the parties, the Ombuds often does not know the exact nature of the final
result. The statistics contained here reflect the Ombuds’ assessment of what we achieved with
the visitor. Consultation with the Ombuds Office in FY17 resulted in the following outcomes for
our visitors and contacts:
Referral to Other Campus Resource
Referral to Off-Campus Resource
Requested Changes Occurred
Increased Understanding of Policies
& Procedure
Increased Understanding of Options
for Resolution
Resolved Through Ombuds Conflict
Resolution Service
Increased Conflict Resolution Skills

3

52
2
25
380
441
28
482

This number includes the 831 people who attended our presentations, since all of them received information
about our services.
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Increased Understanding of
Ombuds Services
Formal Process Initiated by Visitor
Resolved by Other UMass
Intervention
Resolved by External Intervention
Prior Formal Process in Progress
Visitor Not Eligible
Total

14204
5
1
1
2
10
2,824

Ombuds Office Challenges
The Ombuds Office has not had a systematic way for its visitors to provide their perspective of
their interactions with the office. In FY17 we designed a satisfaction/feedback form, which we
will use in the coming year. The next Annual Report will contain the resulting data.
The Ombuds Office is not completely soundproof, and this has created a challenge in ensuring
the confidentiality we promise to our visitors. Sound machines, staggered appointments, and
other measures create an effective temporary solution, but a more permanent solution is
needed. In FY18 we will be able to turn our attention to this necessary physical improvement.
The Ombuds campus website needs to be updated and made into a more useful resource for
the campus. During FY17 we have been gathering conflict resolution and communication
resources and organizing a new structure for the website to make it more user-friendly and
robust. We have begun to work with OIT to design the new site, which should be completed in
the coming year. It is our goal to have the new site up and running well before the end of FY18.
While the Ombuds Office Charter describes the office’s support for the University’s mission,
values, and goals, the office has never undergone a strategic planning process to set its own
priorities. Another goal for FY18 will be to complete that process and create an action plan so
that the office can concentrate its efforts on collaboratively set priorities and activities.

Trend Identification and Recommendations
Overall, there was an increase in the number of civility concerns brought to the Ombuds Office.
Concerns included rudeness, yelling, disruption of work, unfair treatment, name-calling, and
disrespect. Some of those consulting with the office were in positions of authority who were
concerned about the increasing tension in their area or department that resulted from
disrespectful treatment among several people, impacting everyone who worked there. Several
4

This number includes the 831 people who attended our presentations, since all of them received information
about our services
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individuals who visited the Office were quite shaken by their repeated experiences with
incivility but were too afraid of losing their jobs to allow the Ombuds to bring their concerns to
leadership, even anonymously. The culture of fear that results from high levels of incivility has
serious consequences and creates a cycle that can be very difficult to break.
Recommendations
1. Early Identification
One key to addressing incivility is to identify it before it becomes entrenched, and fear results in
acquiescence to it. This requires systematic ways of identifying hot spots as early as possible
and not waiting for an incident to trigger a crisis.
A. Set warning flags in the HR system to track unusual staff turnover and excessive use of
sick and leave time. This data can help identify areas that should be looked at more
closely for incivility and related problems.
B. Institute the use of exit interviews or exit surveys and provide training to those
gathering the information to increase the provision of candid data that could be helpful
in identifying problem areas.
C. Develop a protocol for investigation and early intervention in areas identified through
these means.
D. Promote the Ombuds Office as a resource specifically to leaders in areas identified as
potential trouble spots. Struggling supervisors and chairs may need the confidentiality
of the Ombuds Office in order to feel free to talk about what is happening in their
areas/departments, especially when sensitive issues such as race, gender, or other
identity-based concerns are also present.
2. Management Competencies
The Ombuds Office has seen many instances of supervisors who have little or no training in
basic skills needed to manage other people. All new supervisory employees whether staff or
faculty need help understanding their new role as it relates to sustaining a positive climate and
employee engagement.
A. Require initial orientation for all employees transitioning to a supervisory position for
the first time. Untrained current supervisors should also attend. Training should include
how to communicate with their supervisees, build and maintain a positive climate, work
across differences, address conflict, and create a supportive evaluation process.
B. Offer ongoing supervision training on relevant topics throughout the year.
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3. Integration of Civility Values
Promoting or hiring a person who does not hold respect and civility as basic values will
create disruption, expense, and potential legal exposure over the entire course of the
person’s employment.
A. Integrate the core values of civility and respect in annual personnel reviews, as well as
promotion and tenure decisions. Develop a rubric for evaluating these qualities in
personnel decisions.
B. Interview potential employees for civility/respect by using interview questions designed
to examine their experience and test the applicant’s ability to maintain civility in the
face of disagreement. See Appendix C for some examples.
C. Develop balanced civility metrics to provide a baseline of expectations as well as to
measure progress and sustain change in identified problem areas receiving assistance
from campus resources.
The Cost of Incivility
It is difficult to calculate the cost of incivility on campus, although it is widely accepted that the
resulting conflict and its stresses increase absenteeism and decrease work productivity and
engagement. The disrespect that underlies incivility is particularly insidious; it saps work
energy, interest, and relationships. Workers experiencing incivility lose work time through
illness, a diminished commitment to the workplace, the stress of worry, and time spent
avoiding the person who is offending/injuring them (see Appendix D). Not all conflict is based in
incivility, but incivility inevitably results in conflict, either on or below the surface.
One on-line tool for calculating such costs (see https://www.resologics.com/cost-of-conflictcalculators ) estimated that the cost of a conflict among a team of four people, affecting the
whole team, that was of medium intensity and had gone on for a month was approximately
$23,030.00 with ongoing monthly costs of approximately 18,030.00 (see Appendix E). If such a
conflict went on for six months, the cost would be over $110,000.00. Conflict is expensive while
it’s happening, and even more expensive if it is allowed to fester and become entrenched. The
cost of resolution can skyrocket when whole departments are involved, when bias issues are
part of the conflict, when fear becomes the culture of the group, or when resolution requires
outside consultants.
It is important to keep in mind that this model calculator is generic and uses broad data
primarily from the business sector to generate its estimates. However, even with these caveats,
the Resologics example in the paragraph above demonstrates the efficiency of addressing
conflict early, and the importance of promoting the values of civility and respect in positive
ways across campus as an ongoing effort.
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Some of the Ombuds Office’s work is of a substantially greater level of intensity, involves more
people, and/or has gone on for many more months (or years) than in the Resologics example; it
is truly impossible to calculate the enormous cost of such deeply ingrained conflict. However,
these figures do show the substantial likelihood that the Ombuds Office’s resolution work with
many hundreds of campus members a year pays for itself many times over.
Conclusion
The Ombuds Office continues to be an effective partner in creating and maintaining a just
campus climate by providing faculty, staff, and students with a place where they can
confidentially discuss any concern and receive help to resolve it, as well as by educating the
community about effective conflict resolution and bringing trends to leadership attention. As
the capacity of the Ombuds Office grows it will be poised to offer additional services that will
further increase its value to the campus.
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IOA Uniform Reporting Categories
Compensation & Benefits
Compensation
Payroll
Benefits
Retirement, Pension
Other:
Evaluative Relationships
Priorities, Values, Beliefs
Respect/Treatment
Trust/Integrity
Reputation
Communication
Disability
Diversity Related
Retaliation
Legal Compliance Other
Physical Violence
Assignments/Schedules
Feedback
Consultation
Performance Appraisal/Grading
Departmental Climate
Supervisory Effectiveness
Insubordination
Discipline
Equity of Treatment
Bullying
Other:
Peer/Colleague Relationships
Priorities, Values, Beliefs
Respect/Treatment
Trust/Integrity
Reputation
Communication
Bullying, Mobbing
Diversity Related
Retaliation
Physical Violence
Other:
Career Progression and Development
Job Application/Selection & recruitment
Job Classification and Description
Involuntary Transfer/ Assignment Change
Tenure/Position Security/Ambiguity
Career Progression
Rotation and Duration of Assignment
Resignation
Termination/Non-renewal

Re-employment of former/ret’d staff
Position Elimination
Career Devel/Coaching/Mentoring
Other:
Legal, Reg.,Financial, Compliance
Criminal Activity
Business and Financial Practices
Harassment
Discrimination
Disability (temp/perm)/Accommodation
Accessibility
Intellectual Property Rights
Privacy/Information security
Property Damage
Other:
Safety Health Physical Environment
Safety
Physical Working/Living Conditions
Ergonomics
Cleanliness
Security
Telework/Flexplace
Safety Equipment
Environmental Policies
Other:
Services & Administrative Issues
Work Related Stress/Work-life balance
Quality of Services
Responsiveness/Timeliness
Admin Decisions/Interp or applic of rules
Behavior of Service Provider(s)
Other:
Organizational Strategic & Mission
Mission Related, Strategic/Technical Mgmt
Leadership & Management
Use of Power/Authority
Communication
Restructuring/Relocation
Organizational Climate
Change Management
Priority Setting/Funding
Data Methodology/Interpret of results
Inter-organization Work/Territory
Other:
Values, Ethics and Standards
Standards of Conduct
Values and Culture
Scientific Conduct/Integrity
Policy Not Specified Above
Other:
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Interview Questions to Assess Conflict Resolution
Skills
By Susan M. Heathfield
Updated February 15, 2017
Retrieved from https://www.thebalance.com/interview-questions-to-assess-conflict-resolution-skills1918500
Looking for interview questions for your job candidates that will help you assess their conflict
resolution skills? Conflict resolution skills and the ability to disagree with others professionally are
necessary for successful contribution in organizations.
They are necessary for healthy interpersonal relationships and in building effective teams. Conflict
resolution skills and the willingness to disagree are practices that can help you better serve customers.
Disagreement to keep your organization innovating and continuously improving is essential.
Disagreement and conflict resolution rarely occur in an interview setting because every participant is
behaving professionally. The goal of the interview is to make a good match, so it’s a challenge to
identify your candidate’s strengths in conflict resolution and disagreement.
The following sample interview questions should help you pinpoint your candidate’s strengths and
weaknesses in this area.

Conflict Resolution and Disagreement Skills Interview Questions


Tell me about a time when you disagreed with an idea your coworker wanted to pursue. How
did you approach the disagreement?



Think about a situation in which you disagreed with the direction or idea that your boss
suggested. What did you do to professionally disagree? If not, what were your thoughts about
the situation?



When you work with a team or a group, disagreement about direction, decisions, and
even mission and vision, are common. Tell us about a time when you handled a disagreement.
How did you approach the situation and what was the resolution?
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When you think about your experience with disagreement and conflict resolution, how would
you rate your skills in handling differences of opinion? Please give an example that illustrates
that skill.



How comfortable are you, in general, with dealing with differences of opinion and
disagreement? Can you provide a work-related example that illustrates your comfort level?



The leader of a team on which you participate consistently talks more than all of the members
of the group. Consequently, his views largely direct the actions of the team. He is smart, wants
participation, wants the other members to step up, but no one practices the professional courage
necessary to make the team successful. What would you do in this situation?



Think of a time when you worked with a coworker who would seem to agree with the direction
decided by a group. But, for weeks and even months later, the coworker continued to raise
objections to the decisions made by the group. How did you address this situation with the
coworker? If not, what were you thinking about when you decided not to confront the ongoing
problem?

Conflict Resolution and Disagreement Questions for Managers


As a manager, tell us about a time when you and a reporting employee disagreed about a
direction, how you handled a situation, a performance review, or suggestions for improvement.
How did you handle the disagreement?



As a manager, I’m sure you have experienced situations in which employees were in conflict
and disagreed with each other on important issues. What is your preferred approach for helping
the employee resolve the conflict?



Conflict Resolution Interview Question Answers
How articulate is the candidate about disagreement? How clearly does the candidate communicate
what he or she did to manage the conflict or disagreement? Did the candidate effectively address the
conflict? Did the candidate avoid, put up with, or too aggressively address the situation? Is the
candidate’s conflict resolution style congruent with the norm in your organization? Is the candidate
willing to participate in conflict and disagreements? Try to assess whether the individual’s approach to
conflict is appropriate and preferred. Find more information about dealing with conflict and
disagreement.
24
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McKinsey Quarterly
December 2016

The hidden toll of workplace incivility
By Christine Porath
Retrieved from: https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/ourinsights/the-hidden-toll-of-workplace-incivility
Research shows that hurtful workplace behavior can depress performance, increase employee
turnover, and even mar customer relationships.

As the workplace becomes faster-paced, more technologically complex, and culturally diverse,
civility matters. Among other things, it helps dampen potential tensions and furthers information
sharing and team building.
Yet workplace incivility is rampant and on the rise. The accumulation of thoughtless actions that leave
employees feeling disrespected—intentionally ignored, undermined by colleagues, or publicly
belittled by an insensitive manager—can create lasting damage that should worry every organization.
In research over the past 18 years, I have polled tens of thousands of workers worldwide about how
they’re treated at work. Nearly half of those surveyed in 1998 reported they were treated rudely at
least once a month, a figure which rose to 55 percent in 2011 and 62 percent in 2016 (exhibit). There’s
no single reason for the trend. Workplace relationships may be fraying as fewer employees work in
the office and feel more isolated and less respected. Some studies point to growing narcissism among
younger workers.1Globalization may be causing cultural clashes that bubble beneath the surface. And
in the digital age, messages are prone to communication gaps and misunderstanding—and
unfortunately putdowns are easier when not delivered face to face.
Whatever the underlying causes, the costs of incivility rise as employee stress levels increase. Among
the problem areas are the following:


Workplace performance. Nearly everybody who experiences workplace incivility
somehow settles the score—with their offender and the organization. Of the nearly 800
27

managers and employees across 17 industries that I polled with Christine Pearson, a
professor at the Thunderbird School of Global Management, those who didn’t feel
respected performed worse.Forty-seven percent of those who were treated poorly
deliberately decreased the time spent at work, and 38 percent said they intentionally
decreased the quality of their work. Not surprisingly, 66 percent admitted their
performance declined and 78 percent said their commitment to the organization had
declined. Part of the performance penalty is related to how employees internalize stress
levels. Eighty percent lost work time worrying about the incident, and 63 percent lost
work time in their effort to avoid the offender.
Employee turnover. Many losses go undetected when employees leave the organization.



Typically those who quit in response to an experience of bad behavior don’t tell their
employers why. Turnover costs add up quickly: an estimated twice an employee’s annual
salary in the case of high-level employees.2In our survey, of those treated poorly 12 percent
said they had left their job because of the uncivil treatment.
Customer experience. Incivility may take a toll on customer relationships. My research



with Valerie Folkes and Debbie MacInnis at the University of Southern California shows
that many consumers are less likely to buy anything from a company they perceive as
uncivil, whether the rudeness is directed at them or other employees. Witnessing one
quick negative interaction leads to generalizations about other employees, the
organization, and even the brand. In my survey with Pearson, 25 percent of those
experiencing uncivil behavior admitted to taking their frustrations out on customers.
Collaboration. When people feel disrespected, it eats away at them—and their potential.



Engagement, teamwork, knowledge sharing, innovation, and contributions wane even
among those who choose to work around the slights. In short, incivility kills helpfulness
and collaboration. In experiments, I’ve found that when employees are exposed to
rudeness, they are three times less likely to help others and their willingness to share
drops by more than half. Civility, on the other hand, enhances individual contributions
and team performance by increasing the feeling of “psychological safety.” Team
environments become trusting, respectful, and safe places to take risks. In one test,
psychological safety increased by 35 percent when people were offered a suggestion civilly
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as compared with uncivilly, for example in an interaction marked by inconsiderate
interruption.
To be sure, the magnitude of the costs and disruptions will depend upon the degree of incivility.
Abusive behaviors, for example, will cause deeper damage to the organization than milder forms such
as slights. Companies will need to adjust their remedies accordingly.

Some practical steps
My research with Alexandra Gerbasi of the University of Surrey and Andrew Parker of the University
of Kentucky3shows that de-energizing relationships—those that are negative or draining—have a four
to seven times stronger negative impact on performance than the positive effects of relationships that
are energizing (defined as leaving employees feeling enthused or upbeat). Where possible, weed out
toxic people before they join your organization. Interview for civility, using structured interviews with
behavioral questions. Check references thoroughly, but also go beyond provided references, chasing
down leads and hunches.
Make it clear to employees that they need to hold their managers and colleagues accountable for living
up to your norms of civility. When asked why they were uncivil, more than 25 percent of those I
surveyed blamed their organization for not providing them with the basic skills they needed. To teach
employees these skills, you might offer training on giving and receiving feedback (positive and
corrective), working across cultural differences, and dealing with difficult people. Coaching on
negotiation, stress management, crucial conversations, and mindfulness can help as well. Develop a
set of civility metrics to assure that change is sustained.
Leadership is crucial. In my research, the number-one attribute that garnered commitment and
engagement from employees was respect from their leaders. In fact, no other leadership behavior had
a bigger effect on employees across the outcomes measured. Being treated with respect was more
important to employees than recognition and appreciation, communicating an inspiring vision,
providing useful feedback, or even providing opportunities for learning, growth, and development.
The research found that those getting respect from their leaders reported much higher levels of health
and well-being; derived greater enjoyment, satisfaction, and meaning from their jobs; and had better
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focus and a greater ability to prioritize. Those feeling respected were also much more likely to engage
with work tasks and more likely to stay with their organizations.

While these interventions and changes in leadership mind-sets can help rebalance an already uncivil
environment, it’s also important to note that promoting organizational health more broadly may be the
best way to keep the early shoots of incivility from taking hold. Organizations that neglect values, role
model inappropriate behavior, fail to instill meaning at work, or don’t take collaboration seriously will
be fertile soil for problem behavior. When organizations address these issues systematically, more
civility will follow.

A final thought: in a period of continuous corporate change, injecting more civility can help
companies navigate the uncertainty and volatility. My research suggests that employees who feel that
they’re being treated respectfully are also much more motivated to embrace and drive change.
About the author(s)
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